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The 2021/2022 season was a challenging season, from start to finish.  With the ever-changing 
landscape of COVID-19 in our society, our sport was challenged to adapt and overcome, at all 
levels -- national (ACA), provincial (AOA), and at our club.   

Never letting a good crisis go to waste, our club took the opportunity to rethink some 
programmatic and operational details that would otherwise may not have happened.  Changes 
such as restructuring the training schedules was a big change to the traditional approach that 
made it physically easier on the kids and allowed for better training space scheduling for the 
teams. 

With the assumption we would have a racing season this year, we set out on a few strategic 
goals for the season: 

1. Focus on fundamentals for all ages and build the passion for skiing  
 

The past season focused on developing strong foundational competency with the kids by taking 
a "start from scratch" approach. Taking advantage of missing a season we wanted the kids to 
have proper fundamentals before they could revert to bad habits. This approach proved to be 
very successful and made the transition to technical elements that much easier. 

Starting with the Tremblant pre-season camp, all the participants (U8 to U19) worked on 
fundamental skiing skills in bullet-proof conditions. The camp this past season was opened to all 
ages due to the 2021/22 program cancellation and 20+ for the 5 day program and over 50 for 
the 3 day program. Although there were limited coaching resources, available efforts were 
increased to ensure that all participants got the most out of the camp. 

We continued with away training opportunities to add variety to the training plans and develop 
skill competency, confidence, awareness, and adaptability by working at race locations on 
different terrain, hill length and pitch. Due to early season weather conditions, we began with 
away training at MSLM for Xmas camp. This turned out to be the best situation as it sped-up 
the development curve for all the kids over a very short period of time and paid dividends once 
we got into the regular season training blocks. This, along with a mid-January race start allowed 
for more "ski training" that elevated the abilities as we entered into the gate training phase. 



2. Grow the entry level (specifically JDL - U12 and younger) age cohort to ensure long term 
sustainability within the club 

 

The U12 and under category is the engine for MHRC and also where skiing essentials, 
fundamental movement skills and desire to ski need to be cast. Working closely with the GE 
Snow School Academy program to introduce competent young skiers to JDL and U8/10/12 
program will help to increase the profile of the MHRC program and gain new members. 

 
3. Build our coaching pipeline and increase diversity in the coaching ranks 
 

The 2021/22 season saw a diverse and gender balanced coaching team; 60% of the coaching 
staff were junior coaches, 40% of the staff were female, almost 75% of the JDL coaches were 
female, and all but 1 competitive team had at least 1 female coach. This was a great start to the 
season, however, the delayed opening of GE in December 2021 resulted in the cancellation of 
the Entry Level (EL) on-snow course and a lost opportunity for a "home based" session for a few 
more of the MHRC kids to coach. Fortunately, we were able to just cover the requirement by 
having the Head Coach take on some team duties. In the 2022/23 season we will have EL 
facilitation and certification capability in-house. This will provide the ability to build the junior 
coaching ranks and increase the visibility of a coaching pathway for both male and female 
young racers within MHRC. 
 
4. Additional equipment to support the program 
 

This season saw the introduction of a "first of kind" portable start ramp for MHRC. With 
investment from MHRC, the Erika Lamb Foundation and GE, the program has full season access 
to a start ramp for both training and competitions. It's portability, ease of set-up and minimal 
snow requirement to make it operational made it a much-used asset for training. It was also 
used successfully for U12/14, JDL and TNT races this season. Since the ramp is co-owned by 
MHRC (program use) and GE (operations) this had the added benefit of creating a stronger 
working relationship between the Club/HC and the grooming crew (ramp placement). The 
shared experience and balancing of responsibilities led to improved communication and 
impacted GE's planning for changes terrain park and its location. 

 

The program also added a new portable Brower timing system. An updated version of the 
existing system, it simpler to setup and troubleshoot, and allows for downloading results to a 
phone-based app. Although there were some learning-curve issues early on, it became a much-
used piece of equipment and added another dimension to all training sessions. 

 

It cannot go without mentioning the existence of issues with the main ALGE S4 race timing 
system. The frustrations are legion, but it is with much delight to note that it appears the end of 
the long tunnel has been reached. The fundamental issue centers on the need for more vertical 



height in the placement of the hilltop start transmitter. A detailed technical evaluation was 
completed at the end of the season which showed that "height is our friend" for a successful 
timing session. By chance, during the last race of the season, the transmitter was attached to 
bamboo poles on top of the portable start ramp (total height = 10') and there were no major 
timing failures. It was also determined that the introduction of an antenna into the wiring 
configuration would enhance the receptibility of the transmitted signal and will be installed 
prior to the 2022/23 season...fingers crossed for some less stressful race events next season!! 

Lastly, after the end of the season the Club had the opportunity to purchase a new timing 
scoreboard. Similar to many, this display board can stay outside and display last run finish time 
and current run real time. When not in use it will display current time and temperature. 

 

I would like to take the time to congratulate Brian, Juliette, the coaching team, the team 
managers, the board of directors and our member families for a successful racing season.  Our 
MHRC athletes show up time and time again with great vigor, sportsmanship and 
competitiveness for their sport and made this season such a success! 
 

 


